®

Pediatric Seating and
Positioning System
As we recognize the important role of early
intervention in cognitive development, more and
more children use mobility bases at an earlier age.
VARILITE JUNIOR seating and positioning products
were designed with the knowledge that kids are not
small adults—that’s why we focused on the not-sosmall details that make our products just for them.
The VARILITE JUNIOR line features size-appropriate
seating and positioning items to support children
in their mobility device, allowing them to go where
their imagination takes them. By exploring their
world, children can gain confidence, increased
peer interaction and independence. And VARILITE
JUNIOR seating systems are there to support them
along the way.

Sized For Children

Designed for Growth

VARILITE JUNIOR products were
designed with children in mind using
anthropometric data.

VARILITE JUNIOR products allow
for growth with simple-to-adjust
hardware.

Lightweight

Low Maintenance for
Busy Parents

VARILITE JUNIOR products combine
lightweight positioning materials to
support kids on the move.

VARILITE JUNIOR products are simple
to use to keep up with busy families.

VARILITE JUNIOR Seat Cushion

Features

The JUNIOR Seat Cushion provides, a comfortable, stable foundation
for exploration and adventure. Moderate skin protection and
symmetrical positioning is achieved using VARILITE air-foam flotation
technology. For detailed information on cleaning and disinfection of
VARILITE cushions and covers, see the Instruction Manual.
Part #

Description

Dimensions

77000110102

JUNIOR 10x10 seat cushion w/ incontinence cover

10x10 in.
(25x25 cm)

77000110122

JUNIOR 10x12 seat cushion w/ incontinence cover

10x12 in.
(25x30 cm)

77000111112

JUNIOR 11x11 seat cushion w/ incontinence cover

11x11 in.
(28x28 cm)

77000111132

JUNIOR 11x13 seat cushion w/ incontinence cover

11x13 in.
(28x33 cm)

77000112122

JUNIOR 12x12 seat cushion w/ incontinence cover

12x12 in.
(30x30 cm)

Multi-stiffness foam and a
non-intrusive medial thigh
separator promotes immersion,
stability and positioning.

Water resistant, washable
covers and a waterproof inner
cushion let kids be kids.

Quick adjustments
can be made using the
self-inflating valve.

NOTE: Height is 2.9 in. (7.4 cm) and weight is approximately 9.2 oz (261g) for all cushion sizes. Weight limit for the JUNIOR Cushion is 200 lbs (90 kg).
To ensure optimal performance and foam integrity, VARILITE recommends that the valve is left open and the cushion is allowed to fully inflate overnight at least once a week.

VARILITE JUNIOR Back Support
The JUNIOR Back Supports are intended to be fitted to wheelchairs to provide support and positioning to the trunk and
pelvis and to reduce pressure on the spine. Lightweight and easy to use, the JUNIOR Back Support is perfect for children
and families on the go. Moderate positioning is achieved using an adjustable VARILITE air-foam flotation cushion and
versatile mounting hardware. Offered in mid and deep contoured styles.

Features
Compact, minimal design
directs focus to the child,
not the equipment.

Simple adjustments allow
the back system to grow with
your child.

Lightweight air-foam construction
coupled with lightweight aluminum
allows your child to manually
propel with ease.

Simple operation means less time
fussing with hardware and more
time on the go.
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Description

Mid Back

Deep Back

A

Back height*

9.25 in. (23.5 cm)

9.25 in. (23.5 cm)

B

Bottom of back to beginning of vertical slot

1.0 in. (2.5 cm)

1.0 in. (2.5 cm)

C

Bottom of back to top of vertical slot

7.0 in. (17.8 cm)

7.0 in. (17.8 cm)

D

Range of hardware adjustment in vertical slot

4.91 in. (12.5 cm)

4.91 in. (12.5 cm)

E

Outside width of shell

8.6 in. (21.8 cm)

9.9 in. (25.1 cm)

F

Inside width of support surface

7.6 in. (19 cm)

8.9 in. (22.6 cm)

G

Height of fixed lateral support

N/A

5.7 in. (14.5 cm)

H

Height of lateral slot

3 in. (7.6 cm)

N/A

User Weight Limit

100 lbs (45 kg)

100 lbs (45 kg)

Fits wheelchairs sizes

9-11 in. (23-28 cm)

9-11 in. (23-28 cm)

Weight, including hardware

2.4 lbs. (1.1 kg)

2.9 lbs. (1.3 kg)

Part #

4430111020

4430411020

*Shell only. Complete back system height may vary by 1 in. (2.5 cm) due to the cushion rollover.
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